
Say each word in the box below. 
What vowel do you hear? 

sorrow    hollow     loan     owe    window    narrow 
show   soap  float   boast   elbow   flow  goal   boat 

Which two letters spell the sound of hollow? ___ ___ 
loan? ___ ___ 

Write the words from the box that match the sound 
and  spelling of the o in low and sow. 
_______________________________________________ 

Write the words from the box that match the sound 
and spelling of the o in coat and goat. 
_______________________________________________ 

Write the words with double consonants.__________ 
_________________________________________________ 
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Write a word from the box below in 
each of the following sentences. 

sorrow    hollow     loan     owe    window    narrow 
show   soap  float   boast   elbow   flow  goal   boat 

1. Will you _______________me a dollar even 
though I ______________you one now? 

 
2. Marty leaned on the ______________ sill  
      with his ________________s. 
 
3.  Does a leaf _____________ in water? 
 
4.  If I ______________ Ruff a bar of _______________,       
     he runs away and hides. 
 
5.  The Indians used a ____________ tree to make a  
     simple _______________. 
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Write a word from the box below in 
each of the following sentences. 

Solution 

1. loan owe 
2. window elbow 
3. float 
4. show soap 
5. hollow boat 
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Write a word from the box below in 
each of the following sentences. 

sorrow    hollow     loan     owe    window    narrow 
show   soap  float   boast   elbow   flow  goal   boat 

1. The little mouse slipped through a               
_____________ crack in the wall. 

 
2. You should not ____________ of victory until the      
      votes are counted. 
 
3. The mountain stream will grow into a  
      river and ______________to the sea. 
 
4. When Kate made the winning ____________,                
      everybody cheered loudly. 
 
5. Because it looked so sad, Mary named  
    her cat _____________. 
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Write a word from the box below in 
each of the following sentences. 

Solution 

1. narrow 
2. boast 
3. flow 
4. goal 
5. Sorrow 
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